Image processing is the method for processing various kinds of images, processed images can be stored conveniently and transmission of such kind of images from one place to another place becomes easy to the user. By using image compression method we are able to represent the image with lesser number of bits. By using image compression technique we can reduce the bandwidth and the volume of the data to be transmitted. Different types of images can be processed and we can reduce blocking artifacts up to acceptable level. Some standard techniques MPEG and JPEG are used in image processing field. Some other types of images like GIF, JPG and PNG are used. Lossless compression is used for medical image compression because whole information is necessary for analysis; even a single bit loss is not bearable. Lossy image compression technique is used in photographic images because loss of bits is bearable. When we compress any kind of image by lossy type of image compression technique then there will be loss of bits, and when we want to recover such kind of image then we face problem of blurring of images, which is sometimes called as the annoying problem of blocking artifacts. To recover original image back we can use decompression followed by the different filtering methods. We can compare these filtering techniques on the basis of the MATLAB simulation results. Various Parameters can be compared like PSNR, MSE and BER.
INTRODUCTION
Image compression is the method of reducing the size and number of bytes required to represent a graphics file without sacrificing the quality of the image. By reducing the size of the file it becomes easy to save this type of files on small space of disk, and large number of images can be stored on small memory space. It also reduces the time required for images to be sent over the Internet or downloaded from Web pages. [1] The need for image compression becomes apparent when number of bits per image are computed resulting from typical sampling rates and quantization methods. Number of bits required to represent the information in an image can be reduced by removing the redundancy present in it. There are three types of redundancies. Two types of compression techniques are used, Lossless and Lossy compression. In lossless compression scheme, the reconstructed image, after compression, is identical to the original image. However it can achieve only modest amount of compression. Lossless compression is used for archival purposes, medical imaging, technical drawings, clip art or comics [2] . This is due to lossy compression methods, especially when used at low bit rates, introduce compression artifacts. An image reconstructed following lossy compression contains degradation relative to the original. This happens due to the compression scheme completely ignore redundant data. But lossy schemes are capable of acquiring much higher compression. Lossy methods are used in that application where small number of bits loss is acceptable. There are some l o ss y compressions techniques wh i c h produce minor differences can be called as virtually lossless. Image files can be compressed by many different ways. [3] Text file, image and program can be compressed but only up to some extent. This is known as lossless compression. There is no critical point up to which compression works perfectly. When there is some tolerance for loss, the compression factor can be greater than it can when there is no loss tolerance. For this reason, graphic images can be compressed more than text files or programs. Block diagram for processing of image is given below: 
Transformer:
It converts input data from one format to another to reduce inter pixel redundancies in the input image. The success of the transform-based coding schemes is depends upon this thing that many of the resulting coefficients for most natural images have small magnitudes and can be quantized without causing significant distortion in the decoded image. [5] If the capability of compression information in fewer coefficients is higher, than the performance is better. When the input to the DCT equation is an M X N matrix, the equation treats each input column as an independent channel containing M consecutive samples. The equation outputs an M X N matrix whose l the column contains the length-M DCT of the corresponding input column.
The IDCT equation computes the inverse discrete cosine transform across the vector dimension of the input. For all other N-D input arrays, the equation computes the IDCT across the first dimension. The size of the first dimension frame size in this system must be a power of two.
When the input is an M X N matrix, then each input column is treated as an independent channel containing M consecutive samples. The equation outputs an M X N matrix whose l the column contains the length-M IDCT of the corresponding input column.
The two-dimensional DCT for an input image A and output image B is given below. [4] The two-dimensional transform is equivalent to a one-dimensional DCT performed along a single dimension and by a one-dimensional DCT in the other dimension.
and N are the row and column size of A. The result is real if DCT is applied to real data. The DCT is used to concentrate information for making it useful for image compression applications.Idct2 computes the two-dimensional inverse DCT using:
LITERATURE STUDY
There have large numbers of researches on image compression and blocking artifacts reductions. There are number of filtering techniques which can be used in image processing field. An advanced discrete cosine transform based image compression method that combined advantages of several approaches is used. Image compression using Discrete Cosine Transform is one of the simplest commonly used compression methods. The literature study is given below: The blocking artifacts were detected by using block activity based on human visual system (HVS) and block statistics. [2] The boundary regions between blocks were identified as either smooth or non-smooth regions. The blocking artifacts in smooth regions were removed by modifying a few DCT coefficients appropriately. F. M. Bayer et al. in 2010 introduced a numerical approximation method for the DCT based on round-off techniques. [3] This method was a multiplier less technique with low arithmetic complexity. They gave emphasis to approximating the 8-point DCT. They presented that in several scenarios. Ee-Leng Tan1 et al. in 2008 presented a computational scalable approach to resize images by factors of P/Q × R/S in the discrete cosine transform (DCT) domain. [5] Their resizing approach was based on the frame work which employed spatial relationship between a DCT block and its sub-blocks. Sang-Jun Parket et al. in 2010 presented a direct image resizing method in the compressed domain. [6] This method omitted the inverse discrete cosine transform (IDCT) operation required to represent the image in the spatial domain.Wang Ruiet al. in 2007 proposed a hybrid method based on anisotropic diffusion (AD) for ultrasound speckle suppression and edge enhancement. [7] This method was designed to utilize the different denoising properties of three techniques: median filtering, improved AD filtering and isotropic diffusion filtering.I. O. Kirenko They invented a new blocking artifacts reduction algorithm is proposed to reduce blocking artifacts and preserve edges adequately.
Comparison parameters of images 5.1Mean Square Error (MSE):
When we consider two images I and K mxn monochrome type. So that one of two images is considered a noisy approximation of the other. Formula for MSE is given below: 
Peak Signal-To-Noise Ratio (PSNR):
It is a term for the ratio between the maximum possible power of a signal and the power of unwanted noise that affects the fidelity of its representation. Because many signals have a very wide dynamic range, PSNR is usually expressed in terms of the logarithmic decibel scale. Its unit is decibel (dB). Here, MAX I is the maximum possible pixel value of the image, and MSE is the Mean Square Error. If we have B bits per sample, MAX I is 2 B −1. When the two images are identical, the MSE will be zero. For this value the PSNR is undefined.
Bit-Error-Rate (BER):
We determine how many of the received bits are in error. BER = te/length (tx) …………………………….. (7) where "te" is the total number of bit errors, and "tx" is the transmitted bit vector.
VARIOUS FILTERING TECHNIQUES

Dct Filtering
DCT is a Fourier-related transform similar to the discrete Fourier transform (DFT), but using only real numbers. DCTs are equivalent to DFTs of roughly twice the length, operating on real data with even symmetry, while in some variants the input and output data are shifted by half a sample. The DCT is used in JPEG image compression and MPEG. There, the twodimensional DCT-II of N×N blocks is computed and the results are quantized and entropy coded.
Spatial Filtering
Spatial filtering is a term used to describe the methods used to compute spatial density estimates for events observed at individual locations. Spatial prediction does not out-perform pure DCT based technique in terms of bit-rate tradeoff. At very low bit rates it results in far fewer blocky artifacts and better visual quality. It describes a set of tools for displaying functions estimated from these data points that are distributed in two-dimensional space. This method used a twodimensional filter in the areas away from edges, and for near edges, one-dimensional filter aligned parallel to edge so as to minimize the blocking artifacts.
Hybrid Filtering
Hybrid filtering technique tries to combine both the methods discussed above. It does not require IDCT; its implementation in hardware becomes easy. Due to the significant reduction of the ringing effect, this method yields better performance in terms of both objective and subjective views than the other methods. This method of hybrid approach is applied to the blocks with vertical or horizontal edge. It is said to improve processing speed, suppress speckle and enhance edges. 
